
Intelligent, safe energy distribution!

The new generation switchgear system.
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Flexible Solutions for Power
Distribution and Motor Control.

The power distribution systems offer flexible solutions for all 
your requirements up to 6300 A. Function units that can be 
fitted to individual requirements provide the basis for creating 
flexible solutions.

The individual sections can

• Feeders and outgoers - MODAN® P

• Withdrawable units - MODAN® W

• Removable compartments - MODAN® R

• Fuse-switch units - MODAN® R

• and for individual configurations MODAN® G

The sections are available with protection to IP 30/31, IP 40/41

or IP 54. You can choose between cable and busbar trunking 
connection systems which can be connected from the top or 
bottom. They are naturally available for all network types.

Our new withdrawable units technology now also enables us to 
meet the requirements of the respective degree of protection 
while the drawers are in test and disconnected position.

Parallel busbar routing without a lateral overlap allows the 
exchange of individual sections in the assembly. 

Your system can be expanded easily at any time. Two inde-
pendent main busbar systems offer a wide range of different   
circuit options.

• Latest drawer units technology complying with the degree    

 of protection in operating, test and disconnected position of  

 the drawers

• Design-verrified and documented according to IEC 61439-2

• Personal safety and equipment protection according to

 TR 61641

• Optionally available with the ARCON® active arc- fault   

 protection system for highest personal safety and   

 equipment protection

• Permanent temperature monitoring of the system thanks 

 to Eaton‘s Diagnose

• Available worldwide thanks to license partners

• Comprehensive information material is available

Advantages:

•Data center    •Hospitals

•Chemical industry    •Paper industry

•Automotive industry    •Commercial buildings

•Oil and gas industry    •Power Plant Technology

• Glass and aluminium industrie    •Sewage treatment plants

Applications:



MODAN® R - Removable

• Removable compartments for  
motor -starters up to 90 kW

• Power outgoers up to 630 A

• Up to 14 removable compartments 
possible per section       
    

• Power outgoers with switch - fuse units 
up to 630 A

• Up to 27 switch - fuse units possible 
per section

• Main current and control current plug 
connected

• Cable connection from top and bottom

• Removable compartments can be 
exchanged when energized

• Simple maintenance and reduced 
downtime
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or

MODAN® W - Withdrawable

• Each section can be equipped with a 
maximum of 32 drawers

• Motor -starters up to 250 kW and  
power outgoers up to 630 A

• Test and disconnected position is 
possible while complying with the 
requirements of degrees of protection 
up to IP54

• Withdrawable units can be exchanged 
while energized, and they can be 
expanded

• Section dropper bar free of arc fault 
roots

• Standard and simple operation

• Cable connection from top and bottom

• Simple maintenance and minimum  
downtime required

MODAN® P - Power

• Feeders, outgoers or couplings up to 
6300 A

• Fixed/withdrawable units 

• 3 -pole or 4 -pole circuit -breakers

• Cable or busbar trunking connection 
from bottom or from top

• Rated operational voltage   
400 to 690 V AC

• Rated short - time withstand current 
up to Icw = 120 kA/0.5 s in 4000 A - 
6300 A systems

• 2 outgoers up to 1000 A, 3 -poles in a 
600 mm wide section. Reduced costs 
of the section and at the same time 
less operational space requirements.
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• Thanks to the new withdrawable units technology, MODAN® 
not only provides for flexible energy and motor -starter 
combinations for up to 250 kW, but also meets the require-
ments of the most stringent safety standards and ensures 
a maximum of availability.

• Compliance with degrees of protection up to IP54 in oper-
ating, test and disconnected position, with the door being 
closed, is a significant improvement in terms of safety.

• When changing the operating position it is no longer neces-
sary to mechanically move the drawers.

• A section dropper bar free of arc fault roots comes as 
standard and emphasizes our concern for a maximum of 
personal safety and equipment protection.

• The new withdrawable units technology, thanks to a 
wear - free type of contacting, is based on the principle of  
“switching instead of plugging in“.

• Handling the operation, test and disconnected position is 
fail -safe and the positions can be locked without applying 
any force.

• Communication systems can be added via Profibus.

• The type of internal separation is Form 4b.

• The complete system is type - tested according to   
IEC 61439-2.

• Project planning can be done using the Configurator or 
ProPlan software.

• The cable connection area is available in a width of        
400 mm or 600 mm.

• The IP40 and IP41 degrees of protection have been added 
for the complete system.

New withdrawable units technology  
for MODAN®



• Up-to-date front design provides clarity 
and clear identification of the module 
units.

• Micro -drawers ensure maximum      
packing density.

• A robust locking system increases the 
resistance to arc faults.
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• A new type of switch-contacting allows 
for fast and precise switching between 
the different operating statuses using 
a minimum of force.

• Up to 48 control circuits per drawer 
provide unlimited possibilities for  
control, communication and visuali- 
zation purposes.

• A completely encapsulated dropper bar 
ensures optimum arc - fault protection.

• The compact type of contacting 
leaves more space for switchgear and      
communication modules.

Technical data the new withdrawable units technology

Rated operating voltage of the section dropper bar Ue up to 690 V AC

Rated current of the section dropper bar Ie 1600 A

Rated short-time withstand current Icw (1s) 80 kA

Rated peak withstand current Ipk 176 kA

Type of internal separation up to Form 4b

Degrees of protection IP30, IP31, IP40, IP41, IP54

Degree of protection with the doors open IP20

Number of drawers per section max. 32

Dimensions: Width of the drawers 600 mm, 200 mm, 120 mm

Dimensions: Depth of the drawers 475 mm, 425 mm

Dimensions: Height of the drawers 75 mm x n

Sheet thickness of the doors 2 mm
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      Why everything is back under control in 2 milliseconds.

                            The ARCON® - safety installation for staff and systems!
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The effects of an arc fault are very similar to those of an explosion.

This ranges from the risk of death and injury to personnel, extensive 

damage to the switchboard system, to several weeks of downtime.

Join them and start in the future with the ARCON® - arc fault                  

protection system!

      Why everything is back under control in 2 milliseconds.

                            The ARCON® - safety installation for staff and systems!

ARCON® - arc fault protection system

ARCON® is based on the principle of prevention, rather than limitation.
The proven effectiveness of ARCON® has ensured it has passed all of 
the relevant tests defined by the GDV german Insurance Association and 
VdS Loss Prevention, who have certified the system as meeting the VdS 
2349 fine insurance guidelines for “Low- trouble electrical installation”. 
This confirms that ARCON® meets their definition of a systems in which 
no destructive energy can arise in the event of an arc fault. ARCON®    
provides the highest level of staff and system safety available today.

The system effectively limits the arc energy and discharges accidental 
arcing in no time. After remedying errors and replacing the discharge de-
vice, the system is ready to run again. There is no need to replace equip-
ment, components or consumables in the output range of the switchgear 
after an accidental arcing incident.

ARCON® - Features

Detection of the arc fault:
Looking for over currents and intense light emissions

Quenching the arc:
By producing a three phase short circuit within 2ms

Evaluating the location of the arc:
By monitoring the busbar sections

Isolating the affected area:
By disconnecting the incoming circuit breaker feeding the busbar
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INFO . CONTACT

KÖHL s.à r.l.
POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

17, Am Scheerleck
6868 Wecker
Luxembourg
Tel.: +352 71 99 71 - 0
Fax: +352 71 99 71 - 99
sales@koehl -sarl.eu
www.koehl -sarl.eu Additional information


